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Triangle-based feature matching algorithm Internship Report



Abstract This report accounts for my work at ATR Institute International as an insternship student from ENST. It presents a new approach for matching features in a pair of images of the same scene. The process is to match triangular patches whose corners are extracted feature points. Handling such patches combines the use of both intensity information and topological relations, while addressing the scale and rotation invariance issue. This process involves the following series of steps: feature point extraction with Harris filter, Delaunay-based triangle generation, bilinear smoothed triangle interpolation and crosscorrelation, tree-pruning and region-growing correlation-based matching process. This algorithm is designed so that once the patches are matched, traditional higher level postprocessing can establish the feature correspondence, using for example transformation recovery between the images.
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Internship at ATR “ATR” accounts for “Advanced Telecommunication Research” Institute International. It was established in 1986 with support from various sections of the Japanese industry, academia and government. In the spring of 1989, they opened a new research laboratory in Kansai Science City “Keihanna”. ATR intends to serve as a major center of basic and creative telecommunications research and development, as well as to establish relations both domestically and abroad. Since its foundation, ATR has continuously worked on promising research topics in telecommunications in the search for better relationships between the information society and comfortable human life.



Figure 1. ATR funding system



International cooperation is a crucial aspect of ATR’s policy. It has a worldwide collaboration network, involving European, American and Asian research institutions. Accordingly, 50 out of the 239 researchers employed by ATR are foreigners.



Figure 2. International research collaboration network



ATR research activities are organized in four main laboratories: -



Spoken Language Translation Research Labs (SLT) develop new technologies for robust and flexible speech translation including speech recognition, parsing, multi-lingual real-time translation and synthesis.



-



Adaptive Communications Research Labs (ACR) aim at designing user-friendly mobile communication systems, thus developing wireless directional networks, studying the network theory and usage, and accordingly producing semiconductor devices.



-



Human Information Science Labs (HIS) focus on studies of natural human communication, accordingly analyzing spoken language mechanisms, visual cognition and communication, neuro-computational mechanisms of communication and emergent communications.



-



Media Information Science Labs (MIS) create new media that use new communication technologies such as the Internet to help users share experience and feelings regardless of the context and language. Accordingly, new learning and creation technologies, communication systems using the five senses and theoretical cognitive model for human communication are currently investigated.



I took part in the activities of the Communications Dynamics (COD) project which is undertaken by the HIS Labs. This project aims at understanding how humans produce, perceive and process complex information that occurs in human communication behaviours such as face movements, body gestures, voice characteristics.



Figure 3. Face shape 3D morphing based on an extended PCA analysis of face measurements



One aspect of this project, which is developed by Dr. Kinoshita, is to establish a non-invasive computer vision system that can track position and orientation of individuals from multiple tracking video camera streams. In this framework, I designed and implemented an image-matching algorithm to establish the corresponding features between different images of a same scene.



Introduction What we call correspondence problem is the setting up of associations of a same 3D scene point’s projections on different images of this scene.
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Figure 4. Correpondence between different images of a same scene



Establishing such correspondences is a root problem of Computer Vision, especially because of the wideness of its field of applications. Indeed, once a set of correspondences between two images have been determined, direct post-processing can be applied, for example to recover geometrical and photometric information, such as the epipolar geometry, the camera parameters, the reflectance of the scene’s objects, etc. Then, higher level post-processing may use such recovered data for applications as varied as 3D recovery, object recognition and tracking, segmentation between rigid and non-rigid motion, etc. Moreover, coarse-to-fine approaches may be used through feedback



algorithms that iterate a full recovery process then re-estimate the quality of input correspondences until a determined criterion of convergence is reached. The correspondence problem has already been thoroughly challenged with many approaches. We may notice two major trends among these approaches, namely intensitybased correlation and graph-matching. These approaches usually revolve on the detection of feature points in input images that we expect to have correspondent points from one image to the other. As far as intensity-based approaches are concerned, Zhang [14] proposed a robust method that estimates the correspondences and recovers the epipolar geometry of a scene. This method uses a classical rectangular-window based matching to establish an initial guess of correspondences. Zhang then applies Fisher’s RANSAC [???] algorithm, using the input correspondences to determine the epipolar fundamental matrix (this estimation needs at least 8 pairs of corresponding points), then checks the consistency of this epipolar geometry on all the remaining input correspondences and finally selects the most consistent set of correspondences as a new input for the whole process.
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Figure 5. Epipolar geometry: reconstruct parallel lines that are the intersections of image plans and the plan CXC'



Though this method is robust when there are up to 50% outliers within the set of correspondences, there is a real lack in the initial guess. Indeed, traditional template matching has a typical case of failure due to its absolute orientation along image axis; this



means that it is not working when there is distortion between images to match, especially against rotation or scaling.



Thus having a minimum of 50% of good correspondences in the initial guess implies that there are no so strong transformations between input images. This is the case for example for successive frames taken from a video sequence or from a stereovision system (see fig. below). But there are other applications where we may have no prior information about how close the images are one to the other, such as faces-database based comparison for identification purposes, or simply in indexing huge sets of images. Kanatani [13] also uses template matching to establish an initial guess, but with a local dynamic thresholding .



Figure 6. Template matching for stereovision: intensity-based comparison using rectangular windows; in this application, finding correspondences leads to the creation of a disparity map, using the parallax properties



To cope with the sensitivity of template matching as regards rotated and scaled images, Torr [2] suggested the use of a multi-resolution and multi-rotations set of templates to



perform the correlation. Given input images, he generates a sub-sampled and rotated set of images where the template matching will be performed. Depending on the precision that is looked for, Torr’s method proves good results. However, it has two main drawbacks: First, the scales and the rotation steps have to be explicitly defined, and this implies a quantitative idea of the distortion between images. Secondly, if one wishes to deal with the first point by using a high resolution (i.e. small scale and rotation steps), there is a trade-off to think of between this resolution and the computation time to expect. Another active trend to establish correspondence between images is the graph-matching. Given different sets of feature points, usual graph-matching approaches use topological information between these points. Assuming the topological information may represent any higher-level semantics about the image contents, graph-matching approaches try to find similar graph configurations between the different sets’ topologies. Developed methods try address graphs featuring different characteristics (weighted, oriented, etc.). Despite the additional information provided by image topologies, major drawbacks of such approaches are their complexity and, consequently, their heavy computation. While not really similar to graph approaches, our method is an attempt to use nonintensity information, namely geometrical constraints, combined to the use of intensity content, like traditional template matching does. The idea is to establish the correspondence of image patches built from the images to compare. These patches are then compared according to their intensity content and matched using topological relations between patches (region-growing approach) and geometrical information by constraining patches to fit with their corresponding patch.



Patch-based matching method Given two input images I1 and I2 of the same scene or object, we first extract feature points with Harris filter [11], using the version designed by Schmid in their evaluation of feature point extractors [1]. This filtering yields two sets of feature points P1 and P2 for I1 and I2. From each set of feature points Pk, the next step is to build triangular image patches, considering feature points as vertices. These patches are built with a Delaunay triangulation, which we mainly chose because of its quite unique status as a points-based triangulation. Since this triangulation only revolves on input points’ coordinates, we enhance it with additional triangles that deal with this content-independence. We call T1 and T2 the sets of triangles obtained for I1 and I2. These sets of triangular patches (including their circular permutations) are then normalized to a parameterizable shape and cross-correlated using their intensity content. Each triangle of T1 is cross-correlated with each triangle of T2. Their correlation value is stored in a matrix M, so that M(i,j) accounts for the correlation between the i-th patch of T1 and the j-th patch of T2. M is then processed to match the triangular patches through several approaches: The first one, which is also the more basic one, consists in matching patches using exclusively the highness of their correlation value. This ‘winner-take-all’ way of matching happens to yield relevant results. However, because of its thresholding nature, some enhancements are necessary. The first idea is to perform the matching with a tree-approach so that ambiguous correlations are taken into account: at each step, in addition to the highest correlation, other matches whose correlation value is close to the highest are also investigated on a parameterized number of steps. At each, these matches extend the tree of matches and tree-path whose correlation sum is the highest is then selected. Though this step discards



some ambiguities, we still need a coherency check that uses more information than only correlations. The second enhancement is to use the patches topological information through a regiongrowing process. As a mesh of triangles, all of them should have topological neighbors, i.e. patches that share an edge. Thus, at each step, the next match is selected within neighbor matches (e.g. matches that only involve neighbor patches of the current matched patches) if there is a good one. Otherwise, when neighbor correlations are too low, it looks for the next match in the whole remaining patches. The choices we made in this approach prove quite robust against the problem we are trying to deal with. Actually, robustness against rotations is quite efficient. Dealing with scaling is more difficult than expected. While the cross-correlation and the correlationbased matching play a minor role in this efficiency, the corner extraction and the triangle generation have to be further investigated for the scaling to be tackled. This weakness stems from the fact that the corner extraction is very sensitive to different scales, while the triangle generation also builds patches that have roughly the same scale inside an image.



Detailed steps a. Feature points extraction The feature points are extracted from input images using Harris corner detector. Given an input image I, this detector computes approximations of its derivatives Ix and Iy along x and y axis:



I x = I ⊗ (−1,0,1) I y = I ⊗ (−1,0,1) T Assuming that a corner point is a pixel where a local shift along any direction produces a significant change in the pixel value, this change E is expressed as follows:



E ( x, y ) = A.x 2 + 2C.x. y + B. y 2



Where 2



A = Ix ⊗ w 2



B = Iy ⊗ w C = ( I x .I y ) 2 ⊗ w



Here, w is a Gaussian kernel whose purpose is to smooth the response of the filter, which otherwise tends to give quite noisy results. Harris shows that this expression of E(x,y) is equivalent to: E ( x, y ) = ( x, y ).M .( x, y )T Where  A C M =  C B 



This matrix’s eigenvalues α and β account for descriptors of the current pixel, as shown on the figure below:



Figure 7. Depending on the eigenvalues, the pixel can be described as flat, corner or edge region



Alternatively, we may use the following formula that rather uses the trace and determinant of M as a descriptor of the corner nature of a pixel, thus allowing us not to go up to the computation of eigenvalues: r = Det ( M ) − k .Tr ( M ) 2



The value for k differs according to the application of this detector. Zhang [14] uses 0,04 for k, while Schmid [1] uses 0,06. Differences between the results obtained with 0,04 or 0,06 do not seem to be relevant, so we decided to use Schmid’s value, designed for a feature point detector comparison experiment .



Figure 8. Infleunce of the parameter k in Harris filter



A second pass is processed on the image to discard detected corner points that are too close to each other: -



A square n-by-n mask (where n is a parameter of the detector) is centered on each pixel



-



If the corner is not a local positive maximum in this window, its r-value is set to 0; otherwise it keeps its original value.



Figure 9. Harris filter with a 3x3 discard kernel



Figure 10. Harris filter with a 25x25 discard kernel



We then perform a thresholding relative to the maximum r-value detected on the image. For this step, discarding all corners points whose r-value is smaller than 0,5 % of the



global maximum seems a good compromise. Higher percentages might discard some corners worth interest, while lower ones mainly include irrelevant corner points.



b. Triangle generation Detected corner points are then processed through a triangle generation algorithm. We want to use them as vertices of triangular image patches that we would compare in a later step, a triangular patch being defined as an ordered sequence of 3 coordinates relatively to a given image. Our triangle generation method is based on a Delaunay triangulation, that consists in building a mesh of triangles from a set of points by connecting natural neighbors together, as shown below.



Figure 11. The Delaunay triangulation connects nearest points together



As this method is a geometrical method to build a mesh from a set of points, it is completely image content-independent. There is a typical flaw in the application of this triangulation method as regards our aim. Consider 4 detected corners A, B, C and D. A slight rotation between two images of this object can make these 4 corners change their relative positions so that the triangles generated with Delaunay’s method will not be using the same vertices. To cope with this issue, we add ‘dual’ triangles, which are built from triangles sharing an edge by splitting this edge, as shown below.



Figure 12. Splitting common edge of neighbor triangles deals with Delaunay's triangulation's content-independence



Though this problem was inherent to the use of Delaunay triangulation, we also have to face another problem due to the inconsistency of the corner detection. We assume that despite the detection of corners in one image and their correspondent corners in the other image – though not yet established – there remain outliers that may have a destructive influence on the triangle generation. This problem can be addressed by building additional random triangles. The idea is to introduce redundancy in the information provided by the matching by overloading the Delaunay triangulation with other possible triangles within a defined area: -



For each triangle, select all the vertices of the other triangles sharing at least one vertex with the current one



-



Generate random triangles using this set of points



IMAGE 1



IMAGE 2 One more corner is detected !



GENERATION OF RANDOM TRIANGLES new triangles increase the potential number of good matches = minimize the impact of the additional corner



Figure 13. Random triangles increase the number of potential matches



In actual experiments, we didn’t use this method because of computational issues that essentially revolved around the generation a random amount of non-duplicate triangles, facing combinatory computation (number of possible triangles using N points).



c. Correlation Cross-correlation of image patches has several advantages that we found appropriate for the matching of the triangular patches, mainly its robustness against illumination changes: subtracting the average value of the patches partially discards the problem of illumination for diffusive objects, and focuses on the relative intensity behavior. It is also a normalized tool that allows us to make consistent comparisons between different correlation values.



A key-feature of our approach is to correlate triangular image patches regardless of their size or orientation, since this implicitly discards the potential issues of rotation and scaling transformations. However, since cross-correlation can only process quantitatively similar data, this lack of assumption has to be dealt with through a normalization of the patches. Thus, we perform a smoothed bilinear interpolation (IPL implementation) of the original patches to a normalized right isosceles triangular shape. This choice proves great ease for further computations.



Let A and B be the interpolated patches, and n be the interpolation resolution (i.e. the surface of the interpolation shape in pixels), we then apply the cross-correlation as follows: n



c( A, B) =



∑ (( A(i) − m i =1



A 2



).( B(i ) − m B ) )



  n   n  ∑ ( A(i ) − m A )  . ∑ ( B(i ) − m B )    i =1   i =1 Where mA and mB are the mean values of A and B:



2



mA =



1 n .∑ A(i ) n i =1



mB =



1 n .∑ B(i ) n i =1



The denominator part of the correlation function accounts for the normalization factor, so that we always have: 1 ≥ c ( A, B ) ≥ −1



The cross-correlation is computed for all the possible couple of patches {A,B} where A stems from the first image and B from the second image. If the triangle generation yielded n1 patches for the first image and n2 patches for the second image, n1*n2 crosscorrelations are computed. We naturally store them into a n1-by-n2 correlation matrix M, so that: M (u , v) = c( Au , Bv )



Where Au accounts for the u-th patch from the first image and Bv the v-th patch of the second image.



d. Triangle matching Though the process of matching the triangular patches essentially consists in running through the correlation matrix – i.e. only uses correlation information – geometrical information of the vertices will be used for a region-growing approach. i. Winner-take-all Our basic approach to the matching process is a “winner-take-all” approach. The algorithm is quite genuine: at each step, select the maximum correlation value in the



matrix, match the corresponding patches and remove the corresponding row and column from the matrix. M = correlation matrix T1 = set of patches for image 1 T2 = set of patches for image 2 t = minimum acceptable correlation



while loop is true 1. find i and j so that M(i,j)=max(M) 2. match T1(i) and T2(j) 3. remove i-th row and j-th column of M 4. loop if M is not empty and M(i,j)>t end



The use of the threshold parameter t is mainly for computation purposes. The 3rd step - removing the i-th row and j-th column of M - is equivalent to more intuitively say that the i-th patch of the first image and the j-th patch of the second image have already been used in a previous match, and thus cannot be matched again. For this algorithm to work perfectly, we have to assume that the cross-correlation is indeed a completely relevant measure for the resemblance of two patches. However, many flaws moderate this relevance: noisy localization of vertices, un-predictable similarities between non-corresponding patches, etc. Moreover, using a threshold approach as described previously magnifies the relative importance of these flaws. A typical case where the previous algorithm would fail is when an oddity creates a correlation between non-corresponding patches that is higher than the correlation accounting for the good match, however high the latter could be. Indeed, consider the following correlation matrix:



0,98 0,91 0,17  M = 0,52 0,25 0,78 0,87 0,12 0,63



On this example, the winner-take-all approach would select the sequence 0,98 (1,1), 0,78 (2,1) and 0,12 (3,2). As we have no prior information on how good the patches were built, we could honestly say that this is a good set of matches. However, we can also assume that the three 0,98 (1,1), 0,91 (1,2) and 0,87 (3,1) correlations can be considered high. The winner-take-all completely discarded this ambiguity. Indeed, we may argue that a good set of matches is a set where all correlations are relatively high, rather than a set where some a very high and others quite low. As a consequence, we had rather choose the sequence 0,91 (1,2), 0,87 (3,1) and 0,78 (2,1) in the above matrix, instead of the one proposed by the winner-take-all method. ii. Tree-search To cope with this problem we enhance our matching method by with tree-search algorithm, where each node of the tree is a match between patches. At each step, instead of simply selecting the maximum correlation value, we also select other high values (i.e. higher than a parameterized percentage of the maximum) that belong to the same row or column (i.e. that involve one of the maximum value’s patches), thus creating as many children to the current node. The selective process based on this tree then aims at having a relatively high value for all matches. In terms of our correlation-based approach, we can translate this to maximizing the sum of the correspondences’ correlations. Practically, for computation purposes, we do not compute this sum on the whole set of correlations, but rather on a parameterized depth in the matching-tree. This means that at each step, we select the branch where the sum of correlations is maximal over p next steps.



M = correlation matrix T1 = set of patches for image 1 T2 = set of patches for image 2 t = minimum acceptable correlation r = ratio of maximum for acceptable secondary maxima level = amount of further steps to check



while loop=true 1. find i and j so that M(i,j)=max(M) 2. find {iq,jp} (where iq=i or jp=j) so that M(iq,jp)>r.M(i,j) 3. for each {iq,jp} a. store M(iq,jp) b. remove iq-th row and jp-th column of M c. while level>1, recursively go to 1. with level-1 4. using stored values at 3.a., determine the initial couple {iu,jv} - within the couples {iq,jp} - of the sequence that maximizes the sum of stored correlations 5. match T1(iu) and T2(jv) 6. remove iu-th row and jv-th column of M 7. loop if M is not empty and M(i,j)>t end



So far, despite our traditional use of cross-correlations to match the patches, the matching implicitly uses geometrical information, namely the fact that matching patches means also matching their vertices and edges. However, these two approaches keep giving incoherent results, while we have a mean to introduce higher level information in the matching, namely the topological relations of the mesh (edge- and vertex-sharing). iii. Region-growing The topology of our triangle mesh can provide useful information for our aim. Indeed, despite the occurrence of occlusions or the potential lack of repeatability (i.e. presence of exact corresponding points in the other set of feature points, though not yet matched), we can make a strong assumption: if two patches match, some of their neighbors should also match. Here, neighbor is used in terms of mesh topology. Thus we can define neighbors as patches sharing either an edge or a vertex.



A region-growing approach then enhances the previous algorithms, featuring the following process: at each step, before looking for potential good matches in the whole matrix, only the matches that involve matches that are neighbors of the current match are looked up for a good match. Then, if a good match was found, the same process is iterated for a new match. Only when no good match is found within neighbors, the whole remaining set of matches is looked up for a next good match.



?



?



MAX (0.97) ? Figure 14. Region-growing approach: next matches are looked up within neighbors



Experiments We performed different experiments to assess the quality of our method. Some of the test images are displayed hereunder. Between the two images, the purple panel was slightly rotated, but the viewpoint does not change. Thus, there is a slight change in illumination as well as in the position of objects.



Figure 15. Sample images



In a first experiment, we applied our method on these images, to check its ability to cope with traditional situations, like for stereovision images or frames from a video sequence. As shown on the figure below, results for this experiment prove really good, and correspondences seem consistent enough for any application using such pairs of images.



Figure 16. Slight viewpoint change - 40 first matches



The second experiment was meant to estimate the robustness of our method against rotation between images. Actually, the experiment set contains artificially rotated instances of the left image, from 10 to 80 degrees by steps of 10 degrees. We assume that over 90 degrees (included) the problem is symmetric by rotation. We then compare the original image and each of its rotated instances. Though not being as good as the previous results, there is still a fair amount of exact correspondences, this means more than the 50% good matches theoretically necessary for the RANSAC algorithm to work.



Figure 17. Same image but rotated 80 degrees counter-clockwise – 40 first matches



The last experiments are a combination of the two previous ones, representing the real situations that we try to deal with. We match the same pair of images as in the first experiment, but after having artificially rotated the right image by steps of 10 degrees. As for previous experiment, no standard estimation method has been set up yet, The figure below represents the comparison done with a rotation of 80 degrees (counter-clockwise).



Figure 18. Viewpoint change, and 80 degrees counter-clockwise rotation for the right image – 30 first matches



Conclusion This project aims at designing a new method to match the very central correspondence problem in computer vision. It is a patch-based approach that cross-correlates image patches using their intensity content as well as their topological relationships. This method is new in its concept of associating both the use intensity, like traditional template matching does, and additional information, namely geometrical and topological relations inside the images. The main improvement that this method provides is its robustness against rotations between the compared images. It can deal with any rotation between them, without any prior information on these rotations. It has also a theoretical capability to deal with the scaling problem. However, scaling being a more complex problem to solve, early steps of our algorithm (corner filtering and triangle generation) have to be further investigated for the scaling to be properly matched. The robustness against rotation, though not quantitatively assessed yet, could be estimated through the use of traditional post-processing such as traditional template matching for exact recovery of correspondences or the use of RANSAC algorithm with other types of geometrical information recovery (epipolar fundamental matrix, 2D affine transformation, etc.). In addition to that, we have not implemented yet an algorithm using the tree-search and the region-growing approaches at the very same time. However, since there is no interference one with the other, such a combination would theoretically do nothing but improve the matching process. Other future work about this project should include enhanced design on the two first steps of the algorithm, namely the corner filter and the patch-generation to tackle the problem of scaling; an idea would be to implement a multi-scale approach for the patch-



generation, for instance by selecting sets of corners scaled on their ‘corner’ intensity (given by Harris filter) or their repartition in the image (different discard kernel sizes). Also, current bottlenecks in the implementation involve correlation computation for thousands of triangles. Effort should be put on estimating the relevance of so huge sets of triangles, for example by choosing a random set of triangles to correlate instead of correlating them all. Finally, standard sets of experiments, aiming at the estimation of this algorithm would be a great help to assess more rapidly the influence of all the parameters, typically involving geometry recovery like 2D-affine transform, epipolar geometry, etc.
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Appendix Project CD-ROM contents, including code reference CONTENTS On this CD-ROM you will find the following arborescence: \doc Contains the different documents I produced while at ATR: Open House poster files (PowerPoint+images), paper for SI2002 in Kobe (Word+images), ATR final talk and report (PowerPoint/Word+images) \lib Contains the libraries IPL and OpenCV. For each, you can reinstall them from the installation files in \lib\installs (also including PDF reference documents) or use already decompressed files from \lib\ipl or \lib\opencv \samples Contains mainly samples images that I used (or not) in the experiments. There is also the corner_filter directory that contains test samples of the Harris corner filter (they may not be relevant though, because the implementation was debugged in between) \work Contains the code for all the work stuff. More detailed reference for this part follows. CODE REFERENCE (\work directory) \1.filtering iplHarrisFilterFP.c/.dll (use preferably iplHarrisFilter.m) mex-interfaced function to call from MatLab C-code in iplHarrisFilterFP.c [xyv, r_image] = iplHarrisFilterFP(im, grad, gauss, k, discard, index_start); xyv: n-by-3 matrix containing corner coordinates (column 1 and 2) and corner values (column 3) r_image: image after having been filtered im: input image grad: gradient to use within Harris filter: 0 = [-2 -1 0 1 2] kernel 1 = [–1 0 1] kernel 2 = [–1 0 1] [–1 0 1] kernel (Prewitt 3x3) [–1 0 1]



3 = [–1 0 1] [–2 0 2] kernel (Sobel 3x3) [–1 0 1] gauss: half size of the gaussian smooth: ex: 5 means 11x11 gaussian kernel k: ‘magic k’ parameter: you should use 0.06 discard: half size of the discard kernel ex: 5 prevents more than one corner in any 11x11 window index_start: always 0 (deals with MatLab – C interfacing) iplHarrisFilter.m MatLab code calling iplFarrisFilter.dll (converts images to proper color format, etc.) [xyv, r_image] = iplHarrisFilter(im, grad, gauss, k, discard); See iplHarrisFilterFP.dll for arguments Notes: This function returns a list of corners sorted along their values. Corners whose value is less than 0.5% of the maximum are discarded. harris_filter_disp.m Display the result of a Harris filtering void = harris_filter(im, corners, n) im: image that was filtered corners: xyv output argument from iplHarrisFilter n: figure where to display (1 and higher) harris_filter.fig, harris_filter.m GUI using the previous functions. Try it to have a quick view of what Harris filter does ! iplCustomFilter.m, iplCustomFilterFP.c/.dll, ipFixedFilter.m, ipFixedFilterFP.c/.dll MEX-interfaced IPL’s iplCustomFilter and iplFixedFilter functions Preferably use the .m files Usage is described in the m files. You may also have a look at IPL reference for further information (see \doc directory on the CD-ROM) \test_stuff\*.* Some misc functions that test the Harris filter functions: cornercheck*.* Check the behavior of Harris filter on a series of rectangular shapes. Usage is described in the files iplHFk.m Check the behavior of Harris filter for different values of k. Usage is described in the file



hf_avi.m Check the behavior of Harris filter on a video stream. It uses the two video frames sequences at this address: ftp://ftp/pub/cod/gies/video_frames/ The path to images has to be changed in the .m file \2.triangle generation triangle_generator.m Returns an array of triangles built with given points [tri_array] = triangle_generator(p, mode [, ratio]) tri_array: n-by-3 matrix; a triangle is a 1-by-3 vector of indices to the input 2D-coordinates table p: n-by-2 matrix, 2D-coordinates of points to make triangles mode: method used for the array creation: 0 = Delaunay triangulation 1 = orient triangles (counter-clockwise) 2 = circular permutation (3 times more triangles) 4 = additional dual triangles (< 6 times more triangles) (8 = random triangles /!\ implementation is unstable) To combine the modes, add their values: Ex: 0+1+4 = 5 stands for oriented Delaunay triangulation with dual triangles ratio: parameter for random triangles (percentage of random triangles relatively to the number of whole possible triangles) m_random_triangles.m/c_random_triangles.dll Implementation of random triangles: preferably do not use it because it faces combinatory computation times. \3.correlation iplFullTriCorr.c/.dll Given two sets of patches, returns the correlation matrix between them, where rows account for the first set and columns for the second set. [M, r1, r2] = iplFullTriCorr(im1,im2, x1,x2,y1,y2, T1,T2, s1,s2, r) M: correlation matrix r1,r2: for debug/illustration purposes, images of last interpolated patches im1,im2: input images where the patches come from x1,x2,y1,y2: coordinates vectors where patches take their vertices T1,T2: set of patches (see 2.triangle_generation for their format) s1,s2: always 1 (MEX-interfacing purposes) r: side in pixels of the right isosceles shape used for interpolation (typically: 16, 32, 64) Other files are only for backup, you should have no reason to use them.



\4.triangle_matching tree_trimatch.m Performs the tree-approach for matching the patches. [out] = tree_trimatch(M, level, threshold, max_ratio, mode, algo) out: n-by-3 matrix, list of matches: ex: out(k,:) -> [25 167 0.54] means 25th patch of first set and 167th patch of second set are matching with a correlation of 0.54 M: input correlation matrix level: amount of levels to take into account for the next branch selection (see technical report for algo). NB: if level=1, this is the winner-take-all algorithm threshold: minimum acceptable correlation value for a match max_ratio: ratio to maximum for a match to be taken into account mode: same as triangle_generation: deals with circular permutations algo: always 1 (= use of C implementation) Cmaxpath.c/.dll Preferably do not use it directly. MEX-interfaced C implementation for the tree search. Given an input matrix and a level, returns 3 parameters: [p, mt, f] = Cmaxpath(M, level, threshold, max_ratio, mode) p: is the ‘path’ value for the returned set of matches, i.e. the sum of correlations on this set mt: n-by-3 matrix, list of matches maximizing the sum of correlations for the given matrix and level f: matrix’s indices of the first match (can be different from initial indices because lines are removed) Other arguments are the same as tree_trimatch.m MLmaxpath.m, MXmaxpath.dll Preferably do not use them directly. Equivalent of Cmaxpath, but with MatLab (resp. compiled MatLab) implementations They might not be up—to-date as regards the thresholding feature region_trimatch.m Performs the region-growing matching [out] = region_trimatch(M, TA,TB, threshold, nratio, mode) out: n-by-3 matrix, list of matches: ex: out(k,:) -> [25 167 0.54] means 25th patch of first set and 167th patch of second set are matching with a correlation of 0.54 M: input correlation matrix TA,TB: patches sets, for neighbor determination



threshold: minimum acceptable correlation value for a match nratio: ratio to current value for a neighbor match to be taken into account mode: same as triangle_generation: deals with circular permutations findmaxima.m Given a matrix, a threshold and a ratio, this function returns the list of elements above the threshold and above the maximum*ratio, that are in the same row or column as the maximum. [maxlist] = findmaxima(matrix, threshold, ratio) maxlist: n-by-3 matrix, list of matches matrix, threshold and ratio are the same arguments as used in previous functions matching.c/.h/.dll These files are work in progress It is the attempt to merge tree-search and region-growing approach. So far it only builds the tree. It is MEX-interfaced so you can call it through MatLab: void = matching(M, T1,T2, level, threshold,mratio,nratio, mode) See tree_trimatch.m and region_trimatch.m for parameters. matching.h contains the detailed explanations of each function. The main function, namely buildMatchTree, returns a variable of type node (that is described in matching.h) \5.corner_matching match2matrix.m Short function that recovers 2D affine matrix transform from a list of patch-matches [o, tp] = tr_eval(m, A, B, p1,p2) o: 3-by-3-by-n table of recovered matrices (1 matrix per match) tp: m-by-3-by-n matrix, containing the transformed first sets of points for each matrix m: list of matches A,B: list of patches p1,p2: list of 2D-coordinates \batch_tests This directory contains a series of batch files used for testing all the written functions. Here only for backup purposes \misc A whole series of small functions that sometimes might be irrelevant.



All of them are commented inside the .m files match.m This function peforms all the steps 2., 3. and 4. at the same time, with given input images and detected corners. [out,matrix,chrono,A,B,r1,r2]=match(i1,i2,p1,p2,r,mode,matchtype, level,threshold,max_ratio,neighbor_ratio) out: list of matched patches (see *_matching.m outputs) matrix: correlation matrix between patches chrono: vector containing the time taken by different steps A,B: list of patches r1,r2: see outputs of iplFullTriCorr.dll (\3.correlation) matchtype: specifies what type of matching you wish to use: 0 = winner-take-all 1 = tree-search 2 = region-growing All other input arguments are the same as triangle_generator.m, iplFullTriCorr.dll and *_matching.m
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